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Introduction

Although geosynthetic reinforced soil (GRS) bridge abutments are commonly used for transportation applications, concerns remain regarding the performance of these structures in high seismicity areas and little information is available to guide designers on seismic response. A key concern for GRS bridge abutments is the magnitude of possible seismic-induced settlement (i.e., seismic compression) which, for example, could cause problematic loading for a multi-span bridge with intermediate supports. Associated wall facing displacements and other permanent deformations due to seismic shaking are also concerns, along with damage due to interactions between the bridge structure and abutments.

Numerical and experimental studies have been performed to investigate the static response of GRS bridge abutments; however, studies on the dynamic response of these structures are limited. Yen et al. (2011) conducted post-earthquake reconnaissance for the 2010 Maule earthquake and found that a GRS bridge abutment exhibited no signs of lateral or vertical permanent displacements after shaking, while the bridge suffered minor damage that may have resulted from the bridge skew angle. Shaking table tests have been conducted on GRS bridge abutments for shaking in both longitudinal and transverse directions to the bridge beam (Helwany et al. 2012; Zheng et al. 2018a, 2018b). Helwany et al. (2012) reported no significant distress for a 3.6 m-high GRS bridge abutment subjected to longitudinal shaking with horizontal base accelerations up to 1g. Zheng et al. (2018a, 2018b) conducted shaking table tests on 2.7 m-high half-scale GRS bridge abutments and found that facing displacements and bridge seat settlements were smaller for shaking in the longitudinal direction than in the transverse direction. Although these studies indicate good overall performance for GRS bridge abutments under dynamic loading, more experimental evaluations
are needed to better understand the performance of these systems for various geometric configurations, reinforcement characteristics, and surcharge loading conditions.

This paper presents experimental results on the dynamic response of four half-scale GRS bridge abutment specimens constructed using well-graded backfill sand, modular facing blocks, and uniaxial geogrid reinforcement for a series of shaking table tests with scaled earthquake motions in the longitudinal direction. Wall facing displacements, bridge seat settlements, accelerations, soil stresses, reinforcement tensile strains, and bridge beam-bridge seat displacements and contact forces were measured to understand the effects of applied surcharge stress, reinforcement vertical spacing, and reinforcement tensile stiffness. A companion paper (Zheng et al. 2019) presents the static response of the same GRS bridge abutment specimens during construction and bridge loading.

**Background**

Past research studies have used shaking table tests to investigate the dynamic response of GRS walls (El-Emam and Bathurst 2004, 2005, 2007; Ling et al. 2005, 2012; Sabermahani et al. 2009; Guler and Enunlu 2009; Guler and Selek 2014; Fox et al. 2015; Latha and Santhanakumar 2015), with many of these tests conducted on reduced-scale models due to limitations of table size and payload capacity. Under such conditions, similitude relationships are required to yield a response that corresponds to the full-scale prototype structure. Iai (1989) proposed such relationships for shaking table tests on reduced-scale models in a 1g gravitational field, which have been widely used for studies on GRS structures (e.g., El-Emam and Bathurst 2004, 2005, 2007; Guler and Selek 2014; Latha and Santhanakumar 2015). El-Emam and Bathurst (2004, 2005, 2007) conducted a series of shaking table tests on 1 m-high, 1/6th-scale GRS walls subjected to sinusoidal
motion with increasing amplitude at a frequency of 5 Hz, and found that facing displacements decreased with decreasing facing panel mass, increasing reinforcement length, increasing reinforcement stiffness, and decreasing reinforcement vertical spacing. Guler and Selek (2014) conducted a series of shaking table tests on model GRS walls with different scales and reported that accelerations were not affected by model scale and facing displacements for the prototype structure decreased with increasing model size. Latha and Santhanakumar (2015) found that higher relative density for the backfill soil significantly reduced lateral facing displacements and reinforced fill settlements during shaking table tests on 0.6 m-high, 1/8th-scale GRS walls.

Large-scale shaking table tests have also been conducted on GRS walls and abutments and are preferred when possible because materials and construction methods can more closely match field conditions. Ling et al. (2005, 2012) conducted such tests on 2.8 m-high modular block GRS walls using both sand and silty sand backfill soils. Results indicated that the walls had negligible deformations and horizontal acceleration amplification for a moderate earthquake motion (peak horizontal acceleration (PHA) = 0.40g), and relatively small deformations and horizontal acceleration amplification for a strong earthquake motion (PHA = 0.86g). Facing displacements decreased when reinforcement length for the top layer increased from 2.05 m to 2.52 m and reinforcement vertical spacing decreased from 0.6 m to 0.4 m. In addition, unsaturated conditions for the silty sand backfill soil were found to reduce dynamic facing displacements (Ling et al. 2012). Fox et al. (2015) conducted shaking table tests on a full-scale modular block GRS wall with a height of 6.1 m and reinforcement vertical spacing of 0.6 m. The wall experienced a maximum acceleration amplification of 2.41 for a 50% Northridge-Tarzana record. After a series of earthquake and sinusoidal motions, the wall had moderate damage, including a residual lateral facing displacement of 56 mm near the top, and the backfill soil exhibited two significant cracks.
with a width of more than 30 mm, one at the back of the reinforced soil zone and one near the rear boundary.

Helwany et al. (2012) conducted the first large-scale shaking table tests on a GRS bridge abutment with a height of 3.6 m using a series of horizontal sinusoidal motions with increasing amplitude in the longitudinal direction. The abutment specimen was constructed using poorly-graded gravel, modular block facing, and woven polypropylene geotextiles with a length of 2.8 m and vertical spacing of 0.2 m. For PHA = 0.67g, several blocks near the bottom corners of the abutment showed minor cracks and, at PHA = 1.0g, the abutment remained stable with some broken bottom corner blocks. The average incremental bridge seat settlement for PHA increasing from 0.67g to 1.0g was 48 mm (scaled from Figures 6.76 and 6.77 of Helwany et al. 2012), which corresponds to a vertical strain (i.e., settlement/height) for the lower GRS fill of 1.5%. Zheng et al. (2018a, 2018b) performed longitudinal and transverse shaking table tests on 2.7 m-high half-scale GRS bridge abutment specimens constructed using well-graded angular sand, modular facing blocks, and uniaxial geogrid layers with a vertical spacing of 0.15 m. The specimens were subjected to scaled motions from the 1940 Imperial Valley and 2010 Maule earthquakes with PHA = 0.31g and PHA = 0.40g, respectively. Zheng et al. (2018b) reported average incremental residual bridge seat settlements of 2.5 mm and 4.8 mm for the two scaled motions in the transverse shaking tests, which were larger than the corresponding measurement of 1.4 mm for each of the longitudinal shaking tests.

**Experimental Program**

The experimental program consisted of four GRS bridge abutment specimens, including a baseline case specimen (Specimen 1), a specimen with lower surcharge stress (Specimen 2), a
specimen with larger reinforcement vertical spacing (Specimen 3), and a specimen with reduced
reinforcement tensile stiffness (Specimen 4). Tests were conducted on the indoor uniaxial servo-
hydraulic shaking table in the Charles Lee Powell Structural Research Laboratory at the University
of California, San Diego (UCSD), which was refurbished prior to this study to increase the fidelity
of dynamic motion (Trautner et al. 2017). Details regarding specimen configuration, material
properties, construction procedures, and instrumentation are provided in the companion paper
(Zheng et al. 2019). Other information relevant to the dynamic testing program is provided below.

Similitude Relationships

The Iai (1989) similitude relationships define three independent scaling factors for length,
density, and strain to ensure a similar stress-strain response between model and prototype. The
scaling factors for density and strain typically are assumed as unity for a given soil, leaving the
length scaling factor as the main consideration. A length scaling factor of \( \lambda = 2 \), defined as the
ratio of prototype length to specimen length, was used to design half-scale GRS bridge abutment
specimens for the testing program. Corresponding scaling factors for specimen geometry, applied
surcharge stress, soil modulus, reinforcement tensile stiffness, and characteristics of the earthquake
motions are provided in Table 1.

Specimen Configuration

The configuration of the longitudinal shaking table tests is shown in Figures 1 and 2 of the
 companion paper (Zheng et al. 2019). A concrete beam represents a longitudinal slice of a
prototype bridge structure and rests on a GRS bridge abutment with a concrete bridge seat at one
end and on a concrete support wall at the other end. Elastomeric bearing pads were placed under
both ends of the bridge beam, with properties reported by Zheng et al. (2018a). Each GRS bridge
abutment specimen has modular block facing on three sides, including a front wall and two side
walls, and a back side supported by a rigid reaction wall consisting of a steel frame with plywood
facing. The reaction wall was designed to be sufficiently stiff to maintain at-rest lateral earth
pressures during construction and experience minimal deflections during shaking (Zheng 2017;
Zheng et al. 2018a). Considering that the reaction wall does not reproduce a deformation boundary
condition consistent with a retained soil mass in the field, the thickness of the retained soil zone
(0.63 m) was maximized within the geometry and payload constraints of the table. The base of the
concrete support wall is rigidly connected to the shaking table with steel beams to transmit table
motions and includes a sliding platform designed using the low-friction boundary concept of Fox
et al. (1997, 2006). Zheng et al. (2018a) evaluated the performance of the testing system and found
that the shaking table was able to reproduce the salient characteristics of the scaled earthquake
motions, the reaction wall moved in phase with the shaking table, and the steel connection beams
and sliding platform successfully transmitted table motions to the base of the support wall.

With a length scaling factor of $\lambda = 2$, the GRS bridge abutment specimens correspond to
a prototype structure with a total height of 5.4 m and a bridge clearance height of 4.5 m. This
clearance height meets Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) requirements (Stein and
Neuman 2007). For Specimens 1, 3, and 4, the average applied surcharge stress on the backfill soil
from the bridge seat due to the total weight of bridge seat, bridge beam, and dead weights is 66 kPa.
This corresponds to a prototype surcharge stress of 132 kPa and is in the typical range for GRS
bridge abutments in the field (Adams et al. 2011). Specimen 2 was tested with a lower weight of
bridge beam, which yields an applied surcharge stress of 43 kPa and a prototype surcharge stress
of 86 kPa. The width of the vertical seismic joint between the bridge beam and back wall of the
bridge seat is 25 mm. During shaking, the bridge beam interacts with the GRS bridge abutment and support wall through friction developed at the bearing pads and the bridge beam may potentially contact with the back wall of the bridge seat due to sliding.

168 **Soil and Reinforcement**

The half-scale bridge abutment specimens were constructed using a clean well-graded angular sand, consisting primarily of crushed rock, with no gravel and a low fines content. A summary of soil properties is provided in Table 2 of the companion paper (Zheng et al. 2019). Based on the standard Proctor test, the sand has a maximum dry unit weight of 18.4 kN/m³ and optimum gravimetric water content of 11.4%. A target gravimetric water content of 5% was selected for construction to minimize dust and loss of fines during soil placement and compaction. A relative density \( D_r = 85\% \) was chosen for the prototype abutment structure, which corresponds to a relative compaction of 96% and meets field compaction requirements for GRS bridge abutments (Berg et al. 2009; Adams et al. 2011). Once the prototype relative density was established, consolidated-drained (CD) triaxial compression tests were conducted to determine the target relative density for construction of the half-scale GRS abutment specimens.

Measured relationships for stress ratio \( \sigma'_i/\sigma'_3 \) versus axial strain from five CD triaxial tests on dry sand specimens are shown in Figure 1. An initial test was conducted for \( D_r = 85\% \) (initial void ratio \( e_o = 0.443 \)) and effective confining stress \( \sigma'_3 = 69.0 \) kPa to provide the average stress-strain response of the backfill soil at the mid-height of a prototype structure. Using the stress scaling factor \( (=2) \) in Table 1, four additional CD triaxial tests were conducted for \( \sigma'_3 = 34.5 \) kPa and \( D_r = 45\%, 60\%, 70\%, \) and \( 85\% \). The relationship for \( D_r = 70\% \) and \( \sigma'_3 = 34.5 \) kPa yielded
similar stiffness and strength to that for the prototype and, as such, a value of $D_r = 70\%$ was
chosen for construction the half-scale abutment specimens. The corresponding density ratio for
the 85%/69.0 kPa and 70%/34.5 kPa specimens is 1.05 (= 1808 kg/m$^3$/1722 kg/m$^3$) and the strain
ratio at peak is 0.87 (= 5.05%/5.79%), which are small deviations from the theoretical values of
unity in Table 1.

A uniaxial high-density polyethylene (HDPE) geogrid was used to construct the half-scale
abutment specimens. Specimens 1 and 2 had intact reinforcement layers with a vertical spacing
$S_v = 0.15$ m, Specimen 3 had intact reinforcement layers with $S_v = 0.3$ m, and Specimen 4 had
reduced stiffness/strength reinforcement layers (i.e., every other geogrid rib in the transverse
direction removed) with $S_v = 0.15$ m. Using the scaling factor in Table 1, the geogrid tensile
stiffness at 5% strain ($J_{5\%} = 380$ kN/m and geogrid tensile strength ($T_{ult} = 38$ kN/m for
Specimens 1, 2, and 3 correspond to 1520 kN/m and 152 kN/m, respectively, for a prototype
geogrid, which are typical values for field applications. Corresponding prototype values for
Specimen 4 are $J_{5\%} = 760$ kN/m and $T_{ult} = 76$ kN/m. Tensile tests were conducted on single rib
geogrid specimens for average strain rates of 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100%/min. according to ASTM
D6637. Results of these tests are presented in Figure 2 and indicate that tensile stiffness and
strength increase with increasing strain rate.

**Instrumentation**

Experimental data were collected using an automatic data acquisition system with 160
channels at a sampling rate of 256 Hz. Sensor details are provided by Zheng et al. (2018a).
Instrumentation layouts for the longitudinal centerline section L1, located at distance $y = 0.8$ m
from the west side wall facing, longitudinal off-centerline section L2, located at $y = 0.35$ m, and
transverse section T1 under the bridge seat, located at distance $x = 0.48$ m from the front wall facing, are shown in Figure 7 of the companion paper (Zheng et al. 2019).

**Input Motions**

The GRS bridge abutment specimens were shaken in the longitudinal direction using three consecutively-applied scaled earthquake motions, as summarized in Table 2, with low-acceleration white noise motion applied in between each earthquake motion (Zheng 2017). As such, initial conditions (e.g., stiffness) likely were different for each abutment specimen prior to each earthquake motion due to residual plastic deformations from previous shaking events. Consecutive application of earthquake motions allowed more information to be obtained from each abutment specimen, and has been used for other shaking table testing programs (Ling et al. 2005, 2012; and Fox et al. 2015).

The earthquake motions were applied in displacement-control mode and scaled from original records of the 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake (El Centro station), 2010 Maule earthquake (Concepcion station), and 1994 Northridge earthquake (Newhall station), all of which were obtained from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) Ground Motion Database (https://ngawest2.berkeley.edu/). Acceleration and displacement time histories for the original and scaled Imperial Valley motions are shown in Figure 3. The original motion has PHA $= 0.31$ g, peak horizontal velocity (PHV) $= 296.9$ mm/s, and peak horizontal displacement (PHD) $= 130.4$ mm. The scaled acceleration time history was obtained by maintaining acceleration amplitudes and increasing acceleration frequencies by a factor of $\sqrt{2}$ (Table 1), and the scaled displacement time history was obtained by double integration of the scaled acceleration time history. Resulting target values for PHA, PHV, and PHD for the scaled earthquake motions are
provided in Table 2. Actual values of PHA measured from the shaking table range from 0.41g to 0.46g for the Imperial Valley motion, 0.52g to 0.58g for the Maule motion, and 0.98g to 1.09g for the Northridge motion. Although the measured PHA values exceed the target values for each specimen and scaled earthquake motion, comparisons of the pseudo-acceleration response spectra indicate that the response of the shaking table is in close agreement with the target motion for frequencies up to approximately 6 Hz (Zheng 2017; Zheng et al. 2018a).

**Experimental Results**

Experimental results are presented for four GRS bridge abutment specimens and three instrumented sections (L1, L2, and T1) for each specimen to evaluate dynamic response, including wall facing displacements, bridge seat settlements, accelerations, soil stresses, reinforcement tensile strains, and bridge beam-bridge seat displacements and contact forces. Partial results for Specimen 1 are presented by Zheng et al. (2018a) and complete results, including time histories, are provided by McCartney et al. (2018). Horizontal displacements and accelerations toward the north, outward displacements for the front wall and side wall facings, and downward displacements (i.e., settlements) for the bridge seat are defined as positive. Maximum profiles for facing displacements, soil stresses, and reinforcement tensile strains present the highest measured value for each individual sensor during the shaking event, and thus do not correspond to a single point in time, and residual profiles present final values after shaking. The presented results are measured values and must be adjusted using the scaling factors in Table 1 to obtain corresponding values for a prototype structure.
Facing Displacements

Profiles of incremental maximum wall facing displacement and incremental residual wall facing displacement for the four abutment specimens and the Imperial Valley motion are compared in Figure 4, with all values taken relative to initial facing displacements before the start of the shaking event. The profiles display similar trends with displacements generally increasing with elevation and highest values measured near or at the top of each wall. Maximum values during shaking were substantially recovered after shaking was completed, especially in the upper section of the walls.

Measurements for the front wall in longitudinal centerline section L1 are shown in Figure 4(a) and indicate that Specimens 3 and 4 had significantly larger incremental maximum and residual facing displacements near the top than Specimen 1. This indicates the importance of reinforcement vertical spacing and reinforcement tensile stiffness with regard to facing displacements for dynamic loading, and is consistent with similar observations for static loading in the companion paper (Zheng et al. 2019). Specimen 3 yielded the highest values of 7.2 mm (maximum) and 4.4 mm (residual) at the top of the wall, which correspond to 14.4 mm and 8.8 mm for a prototype structure. Maximum facing displacements for Specimen 1 were larger than Specimen 2 for the upper half of the wall; however, Specimen 1 experienced smaller residual displacements. Profiles for the front wall in longitudinal off-centerline section L2 are presented in Figure 4(b) and show similar trends. Displacement magnitudes were smaller than for L1, with highest incremental displacements of 6.1 mm (maximum) and 3.2 mm (residual) again measured for Specimen 3 at the top of the wall. Profiles for the west side wall in transverse section T1 are shown in Figure 4(c) and display smoother, more linear relationships with highest values consistently measured at the top of the wall. In this case, Specimen 2 yielded the largest maximum
displacements and Specimen 3 yielded the largest residual displacements. After shaking, residual values for Specimens 1 and 2 were similar and smaller than for Specimens 3 and 4, which again highlights the importance of reinforcement vertical spacing and reinforcement tensile stiffness.

The highest values of incremental maximum and incremental residual facing displacement for each abutment specimen, cross section, and scaled earthquake motion are compared in Figure 5. The data indicate clear trends, and some variability that may be attributed to differences in specimen construction and characteristics of the scaled motions. First considering the front wall, maximum values were similar for longitudinal sections L1 and L2 and increased with increasing PHA, larger reinforcement vertical spacing, and reduced reinforcement tensile stiffness. Consistent with Figures 4(a) and 4(b), Specimen 3 yielded the largest displacement values. Interestingly, with the exception of the Imperial Valley motion, maximum facing displacements were larger for Specimen 2 than for Specimen 1 even though the bridge beam had lower inertial mass for Specimen 2. This is in contrast to observations for static loading (Zheng et al. 2019) and attributed to the lower applied surcharge stress and associated lower soil stiffness for Specimen 2. Residual displacements for sections L1 and L2 were substantially smaller in all cases and show similar trends. Displacements for the west side wall in transverse section T1 indicate some differences relative to the longitudinal sections; the Maule motion produced the lowest values, reinforcement vertical spacing and reinforcement tensile stiffness show a less significant effect than for the longitudinal sections, and residual displacements were considerably smaller relative to maximum values. The results in Figures 4 and 5 also show that shaking in the longitudinal direction produced significant facing displacements for the side walls in the transverse direction, which indicates multi-directional deformation response of the abutment specimens.
**Bridge Seat Settlements**

Time histories of incremental bridge seat settlement for the abutment specimens during the Imperial Valley motion, taken as the average of measurements at the four top corners of each bridge seat, are shown in Figure 6. For Specimen 1, the maximum settlement was 3.1 mm and the minimum settlement was -0.1 mm (i.e., heave) during shaking, and the residual settlement after shaking was 1.4 mm, which yields an incremental residual vertical strain of 0.07% for the 2.1 m-high lower GRS fill. This residual settlement corresponds to 2.8 mm for the prototype, which is unlikely to be a concern for field applications. Consistent with front wall facing displacements (Figure 4), the largest values of maximum settlement (6.3 mm, 0.30%) and residual settlement (5.5 mm, 0.26%) were recorded for Specimen 3.

Incremental residual bridge seat settlements for each abutment specimen and scaled earthquake motion are compared in Figure 7, with values from Stage 3 static loading (i.e., bridge beam placement) also included from the companion paper (Zheng et al. 2019). For static loading, settlements range from 1.5 mm to 3.5 mm and, relative to Specimen 1, decreased with lower surcharge stress, increased with larger reinforcement vertical spacing, and increased slightly with reduced reinforcement tensile stiffness. After shaking, the trends are more pronounced with values ranging from 1.4 mm to 7.2 mm. Residual settlements increased with increasing PHA and show the same effects for reinforcement spacing and stiffness; however, lower surcharge stress produced larger settlements due to lower soil stiffness and generally larger wall facing displacements (and presumably soil shear strains) for Specimen 2 relative to Specimen 1 (Figure 5). Figures 5 and 7 indicate that larger residual bridge seat settlements generally occurred with larger residual wall facing displacements, although the values are not proportional and the trend is more consistent for front wall displacements (L1, L2) than side wall displacements (T1).
**Accelerations**

The root-mean-square (RMS) acceleration can be used to quantify the intensity of motion at a specific sensor or location and mitigate the effect of large, high-frequency acceleration spikes (or noise) that would skew an analysis based on maximum acceleration values alone (Kramer 1996; El-Emam and Bathurst 2005). RMS acceleration is calculated as the square root of the duration-normalized area under the record of \((acceleration)^2\) versus time, and captures the effects of amplitude, frequency content, and duration on dynamic response.

Vertical profiles of RMS acceleration ratio within the reinforced soil zone \((x = 0.48 \text{ m})\) and retained soil zone \((x = 1.78 \text{ m})\) for Specimen 1 are shown in Figure 8, where values are equal to the RMS acceleration measured in the longitudinal direction at a given sensor divided by the corresponding RMS acceleration measured at the shaking table. For the reinforced soil zone in Figure 8(a), ratios increased approximately linearly with elevation for sections L1 and L2 and all three scaled earthquake motions. Values were nearly equal for the Maule and Northridge motions and significantly higher for the Imperial Valley motion. The Imperial Valley motion yielded the maximum ratio of 1.57, which occurred for section L1 at the top of the reinforced soil zone and indicates significant amplification within the abutment specimen. Differences in RMS acceleration ratio for the scaled motions are attributed to differences in motion characteristics, such as frequency content, as well as differences in response characteristics of Specimen 1, such as stiffness, which may have been influenced by prior shaking events. Corresponding measurements for the retained soil zone are shown in Figure 8(b) and display similar trends. RMS acceleration ratio profiles for sections L1 and L2 were consistently in close agreement for each soil zone.

Vertical profiles of RMS acceleration ratio within the reinforced soil zone \((x = 0.48 \text{ m})\) and retained soil zone \((x = 1.78 \text{ m})\) in longitudinal section L1 for each abutment specimen and the
Imperial Valley motion are presented in Figure 9. Again, the plots show similar values and trends for the two soil zones, with values increasing with elevation in all cases. At any given elevation, ratios were lowest and nearly equal for larger reinforcement vertical spacing (Specimen 3) and reduced reinforcement tensile stiffness (Specimen 4), higher for lower surcharge stress and inertial mass of the bridge beam (Specimen 2), and highest for the baseline case (Specimen 1). These findings differ from results reported by El-Emam and Bathurst (2007), in which, beyond a critical acceleration, acceleration amplification for GRS walls increased with larger reinforcement vertical spacing and reduced reinforcement tensile stiffness, and thus illustrate that system dynamic response can vary significantly from one study to the next depending on input motion and structure characteristics.

RMS acceleration ratios measured for specimen bridge seats and bridge beams during the three scaled earthquake motions are presented in Figure 10, where measurement locations are indicated in Figure 7a of the companion paper (Zheng et al. 2019). For each abutment specimen, ratios for the bridge seat were similar to ratios near the top of the reinforced soil zone (Figures 8a and 9a) and smaller than ratios for the bridge beam. This indicates that each bridge seat moved with the lower GRS fill and the bridge beam experienced even larger amplification. The highest ratio for each motion occurred for the bridge beam with lowest inertial mass (Specimen 2). Similar to the reinforced and retained soil zones (Figure 8), RMS acceleration ratios for the bridge seats and bridge beams for the Imperial Valley motion were higher than corresponding ratios for the Maule and the Northridge motions.
Soil Stresses

Vertical and lateral soil stresses were measured using load cell-based, contact earth pressure cells with capacities of 160 kPa and 320 kPa. This type of pressure cell does not require special correction for dynamic testing and has been used successfully for previous investigations of static and dynamic soil-structure interaction (e.g., Fox et al. 2015; Keykhosropour et al. 2018). Profiles of vertical soil stress behind the front wall facing for section L1 of each abutment specimen during and after the Imperial Valley motion are presented in Figure 11. Maximum values during shaking, shown in Figure 11(a), display similar trends and higher magnitudes relative to final values for static loading (Figure 13b, Zheng et al. 2019), and indicate an approximately trapezoidal distribution for Specimens 2, 3, and 4, and a high value (103.9 kPa) at the top for Specimen 1. Calculated values from the AASHTO (2012) method for static loading (Stage 3), according to a 2:1 distribution for surcharge stress, are also shown in Figure 11(a) and were generally close to the maximum stresses during shaking, except at the top for Specimen 1. Profiles of incremental maximum vertical stress, taken relative to the final values for static loading, are shown in Figure 11(b). Overall, incremental stresses were approximately constant with elevation, with highest values occurring for larger reinforcement vertical spacing (Specimen 3). Corresponding plots of residual vertical stress are shown in Figure 11(c). After shaking, measured residual stresses were smaller than the AASHTO (2012) values except at the top for Specimen 1. Incremental residual vertical stress profiles, also taken relative to final values for static loading, are shown in Figure 11(d) and display more consistent trends. Interestingly, vertical stresses significantly increased due to shaking, with incremental profiles approximately trapezoidal for Specimen 1 and triangular for the other specimens. The increase in vertical stress is attributed to loss of support of the weight of backfill soil from friction on the facing blocks and horizontal reinforcement layers near the front
wall facing (e.g., Runser et al. 2001), and a resulting redistribution of vertical soil stress. The abutment specimens also experienced small increases in residual vertical stress for the other scaled earthquake motions (not shown), with magnitudes increasing toward the base and highest values ranging from 5 kPa to 20 kPa (McCartney et al. 2018).

Lateral soil stresses behind the front wall facing are presented in Figure 12, along with calculated values from the AASHTO (2012) method for static loading. To obtain the calculated values, the AASHTO (2012) vertical stress profiles in Figure 11 were multiplied by the Rankine active earth pressure coefficient $K_a (= 0.12)$. In Figure 12(a), maximum lateral stresses during shaking generally were larger near the top and bottom than at mid-height for Specimens 1 and 2 and larger at the bottom for Specimens 3 and 4, with the highest value of 13 kPa at the top of the wall (Specimen 2). Most of the measurements were smaller than AASHTO (2012) calculated values for static loading. In Figure 12(b), values of incremental maximum stress range from 1 to 8 kPa, and overall are approximately constant with elevation and show no clear trend with regard to specimen type. Profiles of measured residual lateral stress, shown in Figure 12(c), generally decreased with increasing elevation and again generally were lower than AASHTO (2012) calculated values. In Figure 12(d), the incremental residual stress profiles are approximately constant with elevation and display generally higher values for larger reinforcement vertical spacing (Specimen 3) and highest values for reduced reinforcement tensile stiffness (Specimen 4).

Figure 12(d) also indicates that residual lateral stresses increased due to shaking, in part due to associated increases in vertical stress shown in Figure 11(d), such as for Specimens 3 and 4 at the bottom of the wall. The abutment specimens also experienced similar small increases in residual lateral stress for the other scaled earthquake motions (not shown), with magnitudes approximately constant with elevation and highest values ranging from 1 kPa to 6 kPa (McCartney et al. 2018).
Reinforcement Strains

Distributions of measured residual tensile strain in reinforcement layers for the three instrumented sections of Specimen 1 after Stage 3 static loading (Zheng et al. 2019) and each scaled earthquake motion are presented in Figure 13. Zero strain at the free end of each reinforcement layer is also plotted. Tensile strains for longitudinal section L1, shown in Figure 13(a), progressively increased under the bridge seat due to successive shaking events. For instance, the strain at $x = 0.45$ m in geogrid layer 10 was 0.11% after Stage 3, and then increased to 0.16% after Imperial Valley, 0.20% after Maule, and 0.27% after Northridge. Tensile strains near the facing block connections ($x = 0.10$ m) increased only for layer 1, and experienced slight decreases in higher layers, which is attributed to loosening of backfill soil near the connections due to the inertial forces of facing blocks during shaking. Tensile strains for longitudinal section L2, shown in Figure 13(b), were similar to values for section L1 in layers 1 and 7 and much higher in layer 13 under the bridge seat. This is attributed to tilting of the bridge seat toward the west side (section L2) during placement of the bridge beam (Figure 12, Zheng et al. 2019) and possibly subsequent higher surcharge stress on that side during shaking. In Figure 13(c), strains for transverse section T1 increased progressively near the connection in layer 1 and under the bridge seat in higher layers. The data indicate that shaking in the longitudinal direction produced tensile strains in transverse reinforcement layers, which is consistent with the results for side wall facing displacements in Figures 4 and 5.

Plots of incremental maximum and incremental residual tensile strain, taken relative to initial strains before shaking, are shown in Figure 14 for sections L1 and T1 of each abutment specimen and the Imperial Valley motion. Although some variability is observed, maximum strains in Figure 14(a) and Figure 14(b) generally increased with lower surcharge stress, larger
reinforcement vertical spacing, and reduced reinforcement tensile stiffness. Similar to Figure 13,
these strain increases were most significant for lower reinforcement layers at the facing
connections and for higher reinforcement layers under the bridge seat. The effect can be significant
as observed, for example, the incremental maximum strain increased from 0.09% to 0.33% under
the bridge seat for layer 13 in section L1, when the reinforcement vertical spacing was increased
from 0.15 m (Specimen 1) to 0.3 m (Specimen 3). Corresponding plots for incremental residual
strains in Figure 14(c) and Figure 14(d) show similar trends and significant additional strains, as
high as 0.21%, for the reinforcement as a result of the shaking event.

**Bridge Seat and Bridge Beam Interaction**

Horizontal displacements were measured in the longitudinal direction for the bridge beam
and two bottom corners of the bridge seat for each abutment specimen (Zheng et al. 2019). Incremental displacement time histories for Specimen 1 during the Northridge motion are shown
in Figure 15(a). Displacements at the east and west sides of the bridge seat were similar with
respect to both trend and magnitude, which indicates nearly uniform translational movement of
the bridge seat in the longitudinal direction during shaking. The bridge beam also shows a similar
displacement trend and much larger magnitudes than the bridge seat, which indicates sliding of
the bridge beam relative to the bridge seat on the bearing pad interface. The time history of bridge
beam displacement relative to average bridge seat displacement is shown in Figure 15(b). During
shaking, the bridge beam experienced maximum relative displacements of 20.6 mm toward the
north and 30.0 mm toward the south and had a residual relative displacement of 4.3 mm toward
the south after shaking. The vertical seismic joint closed and contact occurred between the bridge
beam and bridge seat at $t = 4.0$ s and, after shaking, remained open with a residual width of 25.7
The horizontal contact force was measured using two load cells embedded in the south end of the bridge beam (Figure 7, Zheng et al. 2019) and is plotted in Figure 16. The tips of the load cells made contact at slightly different times and with different force magnitudes. For all specimens and shaking events, contact occurred only during the Northridge motion. Maximum contact forces were taken as the peak of the time-synchronized sum of measurements from the two load cells in each case and equal to 98.5 kN, 110.3 kN, 68.5 kN, and 105.2 kN for Specimens 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Interestingly, the highest contact force occurred for Specimen 2, which had the highest acceleration ratio (Figure 10) and lowest bridge beam inertial mass.

Conclusions

This paper presents experimental results from shaking table tests on four half-scale geosynthetic reinforced soil (GRS) bridge abutment specimens constructed using well-graded backfill sand, modular facing blocks, and uniaxial geogrid reinforcement. The specimens included a baseline case (Specimen 1), lower surcharge stress (Specimen 2), larger reinforcement vertical spacing (Specimen 3), and reduced reinforcement tensile stiffness (Specimen 4). Results are presented for a series of scaled earthquake motions in the longitudinal direction. The following conclusions are reached for the conditions of the study:

1. The abutment specimens experienced similar profiles of wall facing displacement, with displacements generally increasing with elevation and highest values measured near or at the top of each wall. Maximum values during shaking were substantially recovered after shaking, especially in the upper section of the walls. For the front walls, incremental maximum and incremental residual facing displacements generally increased with increasing peak horizontal acceleration (PHA), larger reinforcement vertical spacing,
reduced reinforcement stiffness, and lower surcharge stress. Shaking in the longitudinal direction produced significant facing displacements for the side walls in the transverse direction, which indicates multi-directional deformation response of the abutment specimens.

2. Residual bridge seat settlements increased with increasing PHA, larger reinforcement vertical spacing, reduced reinforcement stiffness, and lower surcharge stress. Larger residual bridge seat settlements generally were associated with larger residual wall facing displacements.

3. Root-mean-square (RMS) acceleration ratio in the reinforced and retained soil zones increased approximately linearly with elevation for each abutment specimen, and decreased with larger reinforcement vertical spacing, reduced reinforcement tensile stiffness, and lower surcharge stress and inertial mass of the bridge beam. RMS acceleration ratios indicate that each bridge seat moved with the lower GRS fill and each bridge beam experienced even larger amplification.

4. Measured values of maximum vertical and maximum lateral soil stresses behind the front wall facing during shaking generally were close to or smaller than values calculated using the AASHTO (2012) method for static loading. Residual vertical and lateral soil stresses generally were smaller than AASHTO (2012) calculated values for static loading, and increased due to shaking, which is attributed to loss of support of the weight of backfill soil near the front wall facing.

5. For successive shaking events, tensile strains increased near the facing block connections for lower reinforcement layers and under the bridge seat for higher reinforcement layers. Consistent with incremental facing displacements, incremental tensile strains increased
with larger reinforcement vertical spacing, reduced reinforcement stiffness, and lower surcharge stress.

6. Each bridge beam experienced sliding relative to the bridge seat during shaking and permanent displacement afterward. The vertical seismic joint closed during the Northridge motion for each abutment specimen, resulting in contact force between the bridge beam and bridge seat. The highest contact force occurred for Specimen 2 with the highest bridge beam RMS acceleration ratio and lowest bridge beam inertial mass.

The GRS bridge abutment specimens in the current study were limited by the size and payload capacity of the shaking table. Field GRS bridge abutments have a larger retained soil mass behind the reinforced soil zone, which may potentially increase abutment deformations. In addition, widths of the abutment specimens in the transverse direction proportionally were smaller than for field structures, which may have produced some differences in dynamic response. The overlap of geogrid reinforcement in the transverse and longitudinal directions across the entire reinforced soil zone may have produced a relatively stiff response for the half-scale abutment specimens, as such overlap would be limited to the corners for a typical GRS bridge abutment in the field.
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**Notation**

The following symbols are used in this paper:

- $D_r = \text{relative density}$
- $e_0 = \text{initial void ratio}$
- $J_{5\%} = \text{secant stiffness of reinforcement at 5\% tensile strain}$
- $K_u = \text{Rankine coefficient of active earth pressure}$
- $S_v = \text{reinforcement vertical spacing}$
- $t = \text{time}$
- $T_{ult} = \text{ultimate strength of reinforcement}$
- $x = \text{distance from front wall facing}$
- $y = \text{distance from west side wall facing}$
- $z = \text{elevation above foundation soil}$
- $\lambda = \text{scaling factor}$
- $\sigma_1' = \text{major principal effective stress}$
- $\sigma_3' = \text{minor principal effective stress}$
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Table 1. Similitude relationships for 1g shaking table tests (Iai 1989).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Theoretical scaling factor</th>
<th>Scaling factor for $\lambda = 2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>$\lambda^3$</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>$\lambda^{1/2}$</td>
<td>1.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus</td>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness</td>
<td>$\lambda^2$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force</td>
<td>$\lambda^3$</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>$\lambda^{1/2}$</td>
<td>1.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>$\lambda^{-1/2}$</td>
<td>0.707</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Scaled earthquake motions for shaking table tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scaled earthquake motion</th>
<th>Duration (s)</th>
<th>Target PHA (g)</th>
<th>Actual PHA (g)</th>
<th>Target PHV (mm/s)</th>
<th>Actual PHV (mm/s)</th>
<th>Target PHD (mm)</th>
<th>Actual PHD (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imperial Valley</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.41-0.46</td>
<td>209.9</td>
<td>214.5-224.5</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>64.7-65.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maule</td>
<td>100.4</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.52-0.58</td>
<td>415.7</td>
<td>427.6-429.8</td>
<td>108.0</td>
<td>107.7-108.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northridge</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.98-1.09</td>
<td>529.0</td>
<td>492.3-495.6</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>88.5-88.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Five consolidated-drained triaxial compression tests on well-graded dry angular sand.
Figure 2. Tensile test results for HDPE geogrid (single rib specimens) at different strain rates.
Figure 3. Original records and scaled motions for the 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake (El Centro station): (a) acceleration time history; (b) displacement time history.
Figure 4. Profiles of incremental maximum and incremental residual facing displacement for the Imperial Valley motion: (a) L1, front wall; (b) L2, front wall; (c) T1, west side wall.
Figure 5. Highest values of incremental maximum and incremental residual facing displacement:
(a) L1, front wall; (b) L2, front wall; (c) T1, west side wall.
**Figure 6.** Time histories of average incremental bridge seat settlement during the Imperial Valley motion.
Figure 7. Average values of incremental residual bridge seat settlement.
Figure 8. Profiles of RMS acceleration ratio for Specimen 1: (a) reinforced soil zone; (b) retained soil zone.
Figure 9. Profiles of RMS acceleration ratio for longitudinal section L1 during the Imperial Valley motion: (a) reinforced soil zone; (b) retained soil zone.
Figure 10. RMS acceleration ratios for specimen bridge seats and bridge beams during three scaled earthquake motions.
Figure 11. Profiles of vertical soil stress behind front wall facing for longitudinal section L1 and the Imperial Valley motion: (a) maximum; (b) incremental maximum; (c) residual; (d) incremental residual.
Figure 12. Profiles of lateral soil stress behind front wall facing for longitudinal section L1 and the Imperial Valley motion: (a) maximum; (b) incremental maximum; (c) residual; (d) incremental residual.
Figure 13. Distributions of residual tensile strain in reinforcement layers for Specimen 1: (a) L1; (b) L2; (c) T1.
**Figure 14.** Distributions of incremental tensile strain in reinforcement layers for the Imperial Valley motion: (a) maximum for L1; (b) maximum for T1; (c) residual for L1; (d) residual for T1.
Figure 15. Time histories of bridge seat and bridge beam displacement for Specimen 1 during the Northridge motion: (a) incremental horizontal displacement; (b) relative horizontal displacement of bridge beam relative to the bridge seat.
Figure 16. Time history of horizontal contact force between the bridge beam and bridge seat for Specimen 1 and maximum total contact forces during Northridge motion.
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Response to Review Comments

Editor:

I received your first revised manuscript titled: “Physical Model Tests on Half-Scale Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil Bridge Abutments. II: Dynamic Loading” (GTENG-7259-R1) for possible publication in the ASCE Journal of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering (JGGE). Your Technical Paper (TP) presents the results of shake table tests on four half-scale geosynthetic reinforced soil (GRS) bridge abutments to investigate the effects of seismic surcharge, reinforcement spacing, and reinforcement stiffness on the seismic behavior of GRS bridge abutments. The results produced some new data on wall lateral displacement, bridge settlement, and increases in vertical and lateral stresses due to shaking, which should be of interest to practitioners.

Three (3) highly active reviewers in this field have reviewed your manuscript and their extensive review comments are provided below. Based on the review comments, the Associate Editor (AE) recommended that your revised manuscript be “Revise for Re-Review by Editor Only”.

As an Editor of the JGGE, I also have reviewed your TP great interest in the subject matter and concur with the AE's recommendation because Reviewers #1 and #3 have requested some additional changes and clarifications to your TP.

As a result, I recommend that your paper be “Revised for Editor Only” and the AE and I will review the revised manuscript to ensure that my comments and the comments of Reviewer #1 and #3 have been adequately addressed. Please carefully address all of the review comments, especially Reviewer #3, and provide a TABULATED point-by-point response along with your revised manuscript.

Response: We value these comments and have improve the manuscript. Please see our response to comments below.
Associate Editor:

Two of the three reviewers still have some comments on this manuscript. The comments are mostly related to the clarifications of some details. The authors are encouraged to address these comments by providing more details. Since these two companion papers will be published together if both are accepted, there is no need to repeat figures and tables as suggested by Reviewer #1.

Response: We have addressed the additional comments from the two reviewers. As part of our revision, we have minimized any redundancy between the two companion papers. There are no repeated figures or tables in the two papers.

Reviewer #1:

As there are only limited studies carried out on the seismic response of GRS-IBS, I believe this article will give meaningful insights on the behavior of GRS abutments under dynamic loads. There are too many cross references between two companion papers. In the sections of "specimen configuration" and "soil and reinforcement", if the authors gave the figures, tables and material properties, that's enough so that it is not necessary to refer the companion paper. In the configuration of specimens, the retained soil was reinforced by transverse uniaxial geogrid. Could the authors explain any effects on the measured acceleration in retained soils by this arrangement?

Response: Thank you for your review. As noted in the response above, we have minimized any cross references between the companion papers. In general, the measured acceleration amplification ratios in the direction of shaking for the reinforced soil zone and retained soil zone are nearly the same at different elevations. Since earthquake motions were applied in the longitudinal direction, the transverse reinforcement layers would not be expected to significantly affect the dynamic behavior for shaking in the longitudinal direction, as the tensile stiffness in the cross-machine direction is much lower than that in the machine-direction.

Reviewer #3:

The authors did an outstanding job in addressing the majority of the reviewer's comments and in improving their manuscript. The reviewer hopes that the provided comments were found useful by the authors in improving the technical content of their manuscript. The reviewer, however, is afraid some important comments may still have not been addressed in full or in part. Following
is the reviewer's reinstated comments (comment numbers are the same as those used by the authors in their responses):

Response: Thank you. We have addressed the following additional comments and improved the manuscript.

11. The authors explained how the applied the scaling factors presented in Table 1 on their identification of the material properties (fill and reinforcement). The explanation, however, still lacks the explanation of how changing the material density (scaling factor = 1) renders the same soil stiffness and strength (scaling factor = 2) considering the scaling factors reported in Table 1. Additional clarification from the authors will be much appreciated and would reduce the ambiguity.

Response: The Iai (1989) similitude relationships define three independent scaling factors for length, density, and strain to ensure a similar stress-strain response between model and prototype. The scaling factors for density and strain typically are assumed as unity for a given soil, leaving the length scaling factor as the main consideration. In our study, a length scaling factor of $\lambda = 2$ was used to design the half-scale GRS bridge abutment specimens. A relative density $D_r = 85\%$ was chosen for the prototype abutment structure, which corresponds to a relative compaction of 96\% and meets field compaction requirements for GRS bridge abutments (Berg et al. 2009; Adams et al. 2011). Once the prototype relative density was established, consolidated-drained (CD) triaxial compression tests were conducted to determine the target relative density for construction of the half-scale GRS abutment specimens. Measured relationships for stress ratio $\sigma'_3/\sigma'_1$ versus axial strain from five CD triaxial tests on dry sand specimens are shown in the figure below. An initial test was conducted for $D_r = 85\%$ (initial void ratio $e_o = 0.443$) and effective confining stress $\sigma'_3 = 69.0$ kPa to provide the average stress-strain response of the backfill soil at the mid-height of a prototype structure. Using the stress scaling factor (2) in Table 1 of the manuscript, four additional CD triaxial tests were conducted for $\sigma'_3 = 34.5$ kPa and $D_r = 45\%, 60\%, 70\%$, and $85\%$. The relationship for $D_r = 70\%$ and $\sigma'_3 = 34.5$ kPa yielded similar stiffness and strength to that for the prototype and, as such, a value of $D_r = 70\%$ was chosen for construction the half-scale abutment specimens. The corresponding density ratio for the 85\%/69.0 kPa and 70\%/34.5 kPa specimens is 1.05 ($= 1808$ kg/m$^3$/1722 kg/m$^3$) and the strain ratio at peak is $0.87 ($= 5.05%/5.79\%)$, which are small deviations from the theoretical values of unity in Table 1 of the manuscript. Explanation was added to the revised manuscript.
20. The authors in their response referred to the brand name of the pressure cells used but not the type. The reviewer still thinks that it is important to know and report the type of pressure cell in the manuscript. Pressure cells are challenging to rely on in geotechnical engineering. For instance, if the authors used vibrating wire pressure cells, corrections may be needed to account for the interference with the imposed vibrations from the test input motions. A disclaimer statement is needed in the manuscript to inform the readers with the simplifications that may have been made by the authors in treating the output readings of the pressure cells.

Response: According to the information from the manufacturer, it is a load cell-based contact earth pressure cells, with capacities of 160 kPa and 320 kPa. The pressure cells were used successfully for investigation of static and dynamic soil-structure interaction in previous studies and do not require special correction for dynamic testing (e.g., Fox et al. 2015; Keykhosropour et al. 2018). This information was added to the revised manuscript.

49. The authors explained that the large difference between the load cells readings shown in Figure 16 is because the tips of the load cells were not perfectly parallel with respect to the bridge seat. It would be clearer to the readers if the authors state this justification in the manuscript, so the readers can understand the difference observed in the figure.

Response: Clarification added to the revised manuscript.

96. Add reference/source to Table 2 caption (PEER Ground Motion Database …?).
Response: The earthquake motions in this study are scaled, not the original data from PEER Ground Motion Database. We believe that it is sufficient to cite the motion database only when mentioning the source of the unscaled motions.
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